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NEW CLIMBS ON GRITSTONE
ERIC BYNE

SHOOTER'S NAB

A quarry lying on the edge of Deer Hill Moss, due south-east of Marsden
in the Northern Peak District. Map Reference 10° 55' 06° 25' on the Ordnance
Survey map of the district No. 102.
A good train service operates from Manchester to Marsden. Buses are also
frequent from Huddersfield. From the centre of Marsden the by-road to Maltham
is taken for 1 mile. A track then leads off from the right over the moor to the
Rifle Range House and the quarry lies directly behind the range. If approaching
from the site of the Isle of Skye Inn on the A635 road, ascend the beautiful
Wessenden Valley, and from the end of the first reservoir strike across the moor
on the right keeping roughly parallel to the valley.
The Quarry is approximately half a mile in length and can be divided into
three main sections of completely different character, each enjoying comparative
isolation. From the left a series of minor bays holding narrow buttresses which
contain plenty of practice cracks lead to the first major workings. A huge piece
has here been hewn from the moor edge giving an impressive sight of quarry
architecture ; however it is unfortunately too loose and broken to afford good
lines of ascent. The wall joining it on the right has a great black cave, the roof of
which shows numerous patterns of fossilised tree fragments.
A short rise leads to the middle section, The Plateau, which is far less severe in
appearance. A long wall some 25 feet high runs along this, and at the end of this
are two bays, the Black Bowl and the Soup Bowl. Some 30 yards forward at right
angles to these is the Oval Buttress, a pleasant crag of natural rock an obvious
rose amongst the thorns and after scrambling over piles of grassy rocks in a
descending line the last and finest section is reached ; this is the Green Bowl, an
exceptionally clean and grassy bay backed by a steep 80 feet wall. Here on the left
is the huge overhanging buttress called The Rostrum, the most impressive crag
in the quarry. The steep face to its right is Ricochet Wall, and finally the thin
buttress giving Fairy Arete.
The climbing possibilities of the crag were first discovered by Graham West
and Michael Roberts, two members of the Manchester Gritstone Club, in June,
1957, and since that date this club and its friends have been the principal explorers.
These notes describing the main climbs have been taken from a pamphlet guide
issued by the Manchester Gritstone Club and written by Graham West, to whom
we owe thanks for permission to use and issue for the first time in print.
THE CLIMBS
These are described from left to right, and the first route is on the buttress a
few yards to the left of the LONG WALL on the Plateau. It is narrow and has
two sides and is called TWO FACED BUTTRESS. The right wall is badly undercut with a large flake projecting underneath. Here is ....
Very Severe.
30 feet.
(1) CUTICLE CRACK.
Pull up on to the tip of the flake, then by means of an awkward finger-tip
jam pull out by laybacking on the edge of the crack above. The standard of
Severity is maintained all the way.
1st ascent; B. Kershaw, 1959.
Severe.
20 feet.
(2) PUDDIN' WALL.
This is the first of five short and snappy climbs on the LONG WALL.
The bend at the end of the wall is ascended five feet from the comer.
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Severe.
20 feet.
(3) JACK HORNER CORNER.
The corner of LONG WALL. Taken direct.
Very Severe.
20 feet.
(4) SIESTA WALL.
Ten feet right the wall is climbed via a couple of small pockets. The
crux is a very awkward mantelshelf.
Severe.
20 feet.
(5) TROG.
The next prominent crack.
Severe.
20 feet.
(6) WOODBINE WALL.
A few yards right the wall is more broken with a slightly overhanging
base. Climb the overhang and diagonally right.
The next climb is in the Black Bowl. At the back of the Bowl, behind the
mud flat, a buttress with a large weathered pocket in the middle gives ....
Very Severe.
40 feet.
(7) CREAM CRACKER CRUX.
Start directly beneath the pocket. A small cutaway is the first obstacle.
An awkward move up to the pocket then a harder move to stand on the
edge of it. Move out over the pocket bearing right and up the faint rib
leftwards.
1st ascent: Graham West, 1958.
Very Severe.
25 feet.
(8) ILLEGITEMATE.
The wall on the right side of the bowl has a thin crack a few feet from the
left edge. Start 2 feet right of the crack for 8 feet then up the crack to finish.
Severe.
25 feet.
(9) TIDOS.
Up the centre of the wall between the crack and the wall corner.
Very Difficult.
25 feet.
(10) PASSING ARETE.
The right-hand corner of the wall.
The Soup Bowl contains two climbs
Hard Severe.
40 feet.
(11) BLUE PETRE.
The obvious narrow chimney in the right corner.
Severe.
40 feet.
(12) BLACK CRACK.
The slightly overhanging crack about 10 feet from the corner on the
right wall. Climb the crack until a move out left is possible for a difficult
finish.
30 yards away at right angles to the two bowls is the Oval Buttress of
natural rock, giving three routes.
Severe.
35 feet.
(13) NATURAL ROUTE.
Up the thin crack in the centre of the buttress and the final ripply wall.
1st ascent: G. West, C. Barker, July, 1957.
Very Difficult.
35 feet.
(14) SILLY WAY.
The centre of the wall on the left of the crack, over the small curving
overhang.
1st ascent: G. West, C. Barker, July, 1957.
Very Severe.
35 feet.
(15) ONE TWO WALL.
The undercut wall on the right of the crack. Very hard to start.
\st ascent: G. West, C. Barker, July, 1957.
GREEN BOWL SECTION
Very Difficult.
65 feet.
(16) POCKET ROUTE.
The first broken groove, climbed direct via the pockets.
Severe.
65 feet.
(17) PANIC KNOTT.
The next broken groove. Difficult exit.
1st ascent: B. Higgins, 1958.
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Severe. .
80 feet.
(18) S BEND.
A few feet right of the last a broken chimney is followed to an arete.
Ascend the arete then hand traverse across the wall into PANIC KNOTT.
This is followed to the horizontal crack which leads round a small overhang,
1st ascent: B. Kershaw, 1957.
Very Severe.
60 feet.
(19) CABRIOLE.
This is situated on the cracked wall to the right of the following groove
and takes its name after the famous leap of the circus horses. A diagonal
crack with an undercut base is evident. Using balance holds for the left-hand
and foot, leap upwards and jam the right hand into the socket below the
crack proper, then strenuously along the diagonal crack until the point can
be stepped on. Now a long step left across the wall to a sloping shelf and
delicately up the wall to a platform and easy exit.
1st ascent: G. West, R. Jones, 1958.

Mild Very Severe.
60 feet.
(20) SHIN SKINNER.
A curving crack five feet right of the last layback or jam to easier rock
with the finish as for Cabriole's easy exit.
1st ascent: G. West, R. Jones, 1958.

Hard Severe, Exposed.
80 feet.
(21) SWEATYMAN.
Starts from a small recess under the right corner of the Rostrum. The
first 35 feet consists of a strenuous pull out over the recess and up the wall
via the cracks, keeping away from the corner, to a broad ledge and piton
belay. For the second pitch gain the horizontal crack from the middle of the
ledge. Then the crux ; a traverse left on to the corner, over a slab and then
an exposed traverse to the outermost point of the overhang. All hard going !
Now stomach crawl through the opening and finish up the front of the
overhang.
1st ascent: G. West, M. Roberts, June, 1957.

Very Difficult.
70 feet.
(22) RIFLEMAN'S CHIMNEY.
The chimney in the corner on the right of the Rostrum. Straightforward.
1st ascent: G. West, M. Roberts, 1957.
Hard Severe.
90 feet.
(23) ELBOW ALLEY.
The first pitch goes directly up the next feature which is a sharp overhanging corner (not so hard as it looks) to a belay below the second overhang.
Now up to the overhang and elbow traverse across the sloping ledge on the
right, then traverse easily back to above the overhang and up the wall on
small but adequate holds.
1st ascent: G. West, M. Roberts, 1957.

Very Severe.
70 feet.
(24) MAGPIE.
Delicately up the wall on the right of the corner. (Belay as for last
climb.) The overhang above is surmounted with great difficulty and is
followed by a very strenuous finish up the cracked wall.
1st ascent: B. Kershaw, 1959.
Very Difficult.
70 feet.
(25) BULLSEYE CRACK.
The broken chimney a few yards right of the last climb. Taken direct.
1st ascent: G. West, M. Roberts, June, 1957.
Severe.
70 feet.
(26) REDEEMERS' WALL.
Between Bullseye Crack and the prominent arete some 10 yards right, the
wall is full of weathered pockets especially near the top. The route goes over
the horizontal cracks to a piton belay near the pockets. Care must be
exercised when finishing.
1st ascent: G. West, C. Barker, July, 1957.
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Valkyrie, The Roaches
Alan Kragh
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(27) THE LIGHT.
60 feet.
Just Very Severe.
The long crack at the right end of RICOCHET WALL which divides
into two about 15 feet below the top.
1st ascent: G. West, C. Barker, July, 1957.

RICOCHET WALL is a fine expanse of rock, the centre of which
would offer fine scope for the modern day " Tiger."
Beyond, the edge becomes more broken ; a buttress with a steep slabby
front is passed to a short wall which has a large grass ledge in the middle.
There is a crack at the left edge.
(28) CHIMP CRACK.
35 feet.
Very Severe.
The lower crack is easy. From the grass ledge a thin rightward slanting
crack is taken with great difficulty.
(29) FAIRY ARETE
The final feature of the quarry. Tried many times, but so far without
success.
KINDERSCOUT

Since this popular mountain became easier of access, by becoming part of the
Peak District National Park, climbers have been able to explore the escarpments
without restriction. The following are therefore additional routes to those
published in Vol. 3 of the Gritstone Guides, and a valuable incentive to further
exploration.
THE EDGE

DOWNES' ROUTE, EAST CABIN BUTTRESS.
70 feet.
Very Difficult.
30 feet right of East Chimney there is a deep cave-like gully, and to the right is
an overhanging arete. Just to the right of this is a shallow bulging corner. The
route climbs the corner direct to below a large overhang and then up to a good
ledge on the left. Then step round the corner on the left and traverse across the
wall above the cave-like gully and over soily ledges to below a steep corner. Finish
direct up the corner of East Chimney.
Bob Dowries, Eric Byne, 1957.

GREASE CRACK.
70 feet.
Very Severe.
About 20 feet right of Downes' Route a steep crack rises about halfway up the
wall. Climb over bulging rock to the foot of the steep rounded crack, and then
ascend this direct (with difficulty near the top) to a wide ledge. Now climb the
wall directly above the crack to a ledge, then up another short wall just right of a
crack.
A. Ellison, P. Bamfield, August 6th, 1960.

EUREKA, MIDDLE CABIN BUTTRESS.
60 feet.
Very Severe.
Commences at the same point as the Direct Start of Ashop Climb. First
move up as for this Direct Start, then after a difficult mantelshelf move rightwards
and up to below a short right-angled corner with two peculiar jammed blocks.
Move up the corner with respect for the blocks, and then out left making an
awkward pull on to the face of the buttress. Then direct up the face on reasonable
holds and by negotiating two awkward bulges.
A. Ellison, P. Bamfield, August 6th, 1960.

THE CABIN BUTTRESSES GIRDLE.
510 feet.
Very Severe.
This crosses East and Middle Cabin Buttresses from left to right, being continuously interesting with some fine positions up to pitch 9. Thereafter it is rather
artificial ; some pitches may become easier with traffic. Pitons were occasionally
used for belays only on several ledges that lacked natural safeguards.
Start 30 feet left of Hanging Chimney :
(1) 40 feet. Up the arete for a few feet, then traverse right just below mid-height
to the bottom of the Hanging Chimney. Block belay.
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(2) 50 feet. Step up slightly and traverse across the middle of the wall with
difficulty, ascending near the end to Little Chimney. Belay.
(3) 30 feet. Move across broken ground to the large ledge bisecting Cavern
Climb and descend this for a few feet to the hole above the cavern. Now
stomach traverse to a ledge on the exposed arete of Rotten Buttress. Piton
belay.
(4) 20 feet. Traverse under the overhang to a belay at the top of Scooped Wall
climb.
(5) 40 feet. Descend the groove on Scooped Wall for 15 feet to just above the
lower overhang. Traverse right over interesting bulging rock to East Chimney.
Step across this and go on to the Arete above some overhangs. Piton belay.
(6) 60 feet. Traverse dirty ledges and cross the right wall of a deep cave-like
gully to a large ledge. Chockstone belay.
(7) 30 feet. Descend a little, then along a ledge to below a steep crack. Piton
belay.
(8) 30 feet. The steep crack (hard) to good ledge below upper tier. Belay.
(9) 80 feet. Interesting but artificial traverse of upper tier to the slab on Middle
Cabin Buttress. Block belay.
(10) 60 feet. Cross the slab at a low level, round Ashop Corner and so to ledge
above chimney of Ashop Climb. Belay.
(11) 30 feet. Ascend Ashop Crack or Ashop Climb to just below the top.
Chockstone belay.
(12) 40 feet. Traverse across ledges on good holds to finish.
P. Bamfield, A. Ellison (leading through). July 9th, 1960.
First 4 pitches: E. Byne, P. Knapp, April, 1954.
Going westwards along the edge (right as one faces the rock) from the Three
Cabin Buttresses, one comes to Far West Cabin Buttresses, and further along still,
but before the big clough, are THE OVERHANGS, a group of broken buttresses
with a continuous band of overhangs on the left. To the right of these overhangs
the buttress becomes two-tiered, the lower section being clean and ledgy.
Difficult.
70 feet.
WHIT WALK.
Starts up a shallow corner to the left of this buttress, the corner being climbed
almost direct to a good ledge with a prominent flat pointed rock below a bulging
corner. Belay. Then ascend the bulging corner direct.
P. Bamfield, June 6th, 1960.
Severe.
80 feet.
DOWNBYNE.
On a ledgy buttress just to the right of Whit Walk. Takes the buttress direct
to a steep crack. Avoid this and traverse right and up to a large ledge. Walk up
to a rock wall above. Start by pulling up directly above the belay, just right of a
rib of rock, and on good holds to a slab which is then left to attain a niche on the
left. From this move right on to a rib and follow it direct on rounded holds.
Bob Dowries, Eric Byne, 1957.
Difficult.
85 feet.
RAMBLER'S ROUTE.
On the last big buttress at the end of this group. Starts up a dirty corner in
the middle to overhangs above. Traverse left for 15 feet and up to a belay below
a short slab and over loose rocky ground, then a short wall to a good ledge on the
upper tier. Now pull up on to a nose and then make a descending traverse on a
wide ledge to a short crack, and up this to the top.
P. Bamfield, Miss D. Johnson, June, 1959.
THE EDGE, NAMELESS CLOUGH AREA.
This range of buttresses runs eastward from and at a lower level than Nameless
Clough Buttress (see Vol. 3, Climbs on Gritstone, Page 25). The description of
these climbs is from left to right (East to West).
At the extreme left end there is a short wall with two thin overhanging cracks,
then a wide easy chimney. Further right the buttresses show more height. Here is
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CAMPUS CHIMNEY.
40 feet.
Very Difficult.
Climb up overhanging blocks to a wide ledge. Belay. Then up the narrow
chimney in the corner to the top.
P. Bamfield, A. Ellison, July, 1959.
More broken buttresses for about 20 yards and then a long slabby buttress
with an overhanging base gives ....
KNAPP HAND.
60 feet.
Difficult.
Up the weakness in the centre of the overhang, and up the slab bearing right
to a grassy ledge, with two final short slabs to finish.
P. Knapp, E. Byne, April, 1954.
There is now an easy gully bounded on the right by a good buttress containing
a cave (The Grotto). This gives ....
GROTTO GROOVE.
45 feet.
Very Severe.
Climb up into the back of the Grotto, out under the roof using two pitons,
and then up the groove (which may require a piton) to the second overhang.
Mantelshelf on to a ledge on the left, and up the centre of the delicate slab on the
right.
P. Bamfield, A. Ellison, October \Qth, 1959
20 yards further right is a fine buttress with a prominent nose (THE JESTER).
JESTER CRACKS.
50 feet.
Very Severe.
Climb up a short slab to a dirt ledge. A crack leads with difficulty on to the
Arete, and so to the overhang. Belay. Traverse left beneath the overhang, and on
to the east face (the crux), then pull up into the steep crack and so to the top. A
fine route.
R. MacHardy, R. Fryer (through lead), October \0tli, 1959.
On the front of this buttress are two fine overhanging cracks, similar in
appearance and both with a 10 feet overlean at the base.
SUSPENSION.
45 feet.
Very Severe.
The left-hand crack.
R. MacHardy, R. Fryer, October Wth, 1959.
GREMLIN GROOVE.
45 feet.
Hard Very Severe.
The right-hand crack.
R. MacHardy, P. Bamfield, October IQth, 1959.
To the right is the finest and steepest buttress, and on its right is ....
WOE IS ME.
30 feet.
Very Difficult.
Derives its name from the remark of the second man when receiving on his
head the boulder the leader sent down. An easy angled narrow chimney leading
to a slightly overhanging corner which yields to layback methods.
Eric Byne, P. Knapp, April, 1954.
Further right are broken rocks and in 10 yards there is ....
BROKEN BUTTRESS.
60 feet.
Difficult.
The buttress consists of three large blocks, the first two of which are climbed
direct. The very steep top block is turned by a traverse left round the overhang and
then by stepping back on to the arete.
P. Bamfield, Miss D. Johnson, October 3rd, 1959.
To the right is an easy gully and then a good steep face split by a steep crack
and a wide shallow groove.
NORTH EDGE INNOMINATE.
55 feet.
Very Severe.
The steep crack is notable for a jammed flake which it contains. Ascend to a
small overlap. The next move is the crux hand jamming, with a pull up to attain
a high foot ledge. The jammed flake provides a runner. Steep climbing follows to
a ledge, then up a short arete.
A. Ellison, P. Bamfield, July, 1959.
10 feet farther right is the shallow groove which gives ....
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Very Difficult.
60 feet.
FLAKE CHIMNEY.
The chimney-like groove is well scratched at the foot. Ascend direct to a
ledge about 45 feet up and then up the arete on the right.
E. Byne, P. Knapp (through leads), April, 1954.

(This may have been done before.)
Difficult.
40 feet.
BOTANY SLAB.
About 15 yards right of Flake Chimney, and just past broken ground. Up the
centre to a small ledge in 15 feet and up the slab near the right side to another
ledge, and then the top.
P. Bamfield, A. Ellison, August 1th, 1960.

20 yards right is a small buttress, undercut at the base, with an overlap near
the top.
Very Difficult.
30 feet.
ANALYST'S ARETE.
Start near the left edge, and ascend on good holds to an overlap. Turn the
overhang on the left using rounded holds.
QUADRINNACLE GROUP.
Some 200 yards west of NAMELESS CLOUGH BUTTRESS (which can be
reached by ascending the hillside just west (right) of the last group of rocks containing Analyst's Arete), a huge leaning stone of prominent shape will be seen.
This is the well known PUNCH'S NOSE.
40 yards right of this there is a slabby buttress with a noticeable flaky top. On
its west face there is a shallow chimney with, at the top, a flaky overhang.
Severe.
30 feet.
OYSTER CHIMNEY.
Chimney direct, moving slightly right on the overhang.
A. Ellison, P. Bamfield, August 1th, 1960.

The Quadrinnacle is 100 yards west of Punch's Nose. The buttress west of the
Quadrinnacle gives Honeymoon Route (see Vol. 3, Climbs on Gritstone) which
lies in the deep chimney high up on the left of the buttress. This crag has a
noticeable hanging chimney near the right edge, and to the left of it will be seen two
large flakes (or wings, hence the name of the following route) resting against the face.
Very Severe.
60 feet.
PARLIAMENTARY CLIMB.
The right wing forms a fierce crack with the wall of the buttress. Ascend the
crack by means of difficult jams and layback to a good ledge on top of the flake.
Belay. Then up a narrow crack which widens near the top.
Alpha Mountaineering Club, October 10th, 1959.
Very Severe.
60 feet.
SOCIALIST VARIATION.
A variation to the first pitch of the last climb. Ascend the crack between the
two wings and step from the left to the top of the right wing, and belay as before.
Continue as for Parliamentary Climb.
GRINDSBROOK AREA

Extremely Severe.
40 feet.
GRINDSBROOK ROCKS : DIGLYPH.
Between LEFT-HAND ROUTE and THESAURUS (see Vol. 4, Climbs on
Gritstone, page 176). Climb the overhanging groove. Hand traverse right and up
the next overhanging groove to finish. Very strenuous.
Peak Climbing Club, 1959.
NETHER TOR : CENTRAL BUTTRESS TRAVERSE. 120 feet. Very Severe.
(1) Descend a small chimney at top of Snooker Route.
(2) Traverse right and descend to ledge, thus reversing the second pitch of Snooker
Route.
(3) Continue traverse into Nether Tor Crack.
(4) Step round the corner from the crack and traverse across the exposed wall to
the large ledge of Corner Climb.
(5) Ascend Corner Climb to finish.
K. Taylor, D. Upton, September \9th, 1959.
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GROWDEN CLOUGH FACE

THE SEAM.
Extremely Severe.
This, the fantastic overhanging crack just right of Central Route has now
been climbed, with the moral support of a top rope.
Peak Climbing Club, 1959.
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